S.E.F.I.
(Subtle Energy Frequency Imprinter)

Pet Scan

Instructions:
 Enter Pet Owner’s Profile.
Note: if the pet was purchased for a child, fill out the Child’s Profile.
 Next, click on the owner’s name/face at the top of the screen.
 Drop menu comes up.
 Select Pets & Animals.





Click on the + button.
Enter Pet Profile. If pet species not listed, write a description.
Upload photo already on your phone OR take the photo at the time of the ‘session’.
Identifier tag: type the number if you have purchased it from your backoffice. Otherwise
leave blank or write zeros if it won’t let you go forward.
 You will see the Owner’s photo above the Pet’s photo.
 If you have more than one pet in the household, repeat the process above.
 Select S.E.F.I. program(s) desired.
NOTE: Inner Voice, Vitals & Comprehensive Scans are designed for humans (03/2021).
 Select “Complete Frequency Set” as a ‘shotgun approach’ especially if there are no specific
issues, just maintenance.
 Broadcast frequencies or imprint frequencies onto objects the Pet will wear. The object has to be
in contact with the Pet. If the object is next to the Pet, there will be no effect.
 Turn the volume down as it is being broadcast to the target (your pet).
 Run S.E.F.I. for 20 minutes especially for pets as they are sensitive to frequencies.
 “Negative Ions Pet Collar” plays an active part of the benefits, yet optional.
Negative Ion Pet Collars:
 Available in small and large sizes from your Solex backoffice.
 Select (1) or (2) collars (when one is in use, the other is being charged). Lifetime guarantee. If the
collar breaks, request a new one, pay only for shipping.
 Instruction for use: charge the collar in the sun weekly for 2 hours rain or shine. It is more
convenient to purchase (2) collars.
 Identifier tag is included with the purchase of the Negative Ions Collar AND is also sold
separately.
 A demonstration on how to set-up the collar for use:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEGBwv-Xg3s Skip to 10:24 and run to 32:00
Note: extra-large collars will be available in the future for much larger animals such as horses. The
“horse collar” for instance will replace the browband of the bridle. (03/2021).
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Pet Owner’s Name First

Select Pets/Animals

Select ONLY S.E.F.I. Programs

Add (1) Pet/Animal

Guess if unknown

Blank if none

Example

I’m ready for

S.E.F.I.
Are you?
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